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kysailor appears approx. 12 times per
year as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is
Aus $48 pa. Overseas magazine subscription
is $65 Aus. (sent SAL). Cheques should be
made payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed.
Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary .
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributer's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Sky sailor.
Copyright in Sky sailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors in
respect of their contribution.

DEADLINE
10th of the month for contributions which
are NOT print-ready.
15th of the month for market place and
anything print ready or on a Macintosh disk.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other aqministrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. of AUST.
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER ST.
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Tel (02) 560 8773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Bernie Baer
(02) 251 2704 BH
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All Skysailor contributions from
now on should be sent to HGFA
at the above address.

You've got me (Phil M.) as temporary Editor until the Convention.
I've always had an idea of what
should go in Skysailor (like more
foreign news) but really the content
depends on .YQJ.l..
SO GET WRITING!!
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For information about ratings, sites and other
local matters contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA inc (address as for HGFA)
Sec. Vicki James
(02) 476 4848 H
ACTHGA
PO BOX 496
Manuka
ACT 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QHGA inc
PO BOX 212
Morningside
Old 4170
Pres . Mike Lewis
(07) 351 2188

VHGA
PO BOX 400
Prahran
Vic3181
Sec. Leo Arundell
(03) 857 9732 H

HGAWA
PO BOX 82
South Perth
WA 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 328 1280

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide
SA 5000
Sec. Mandy Cashman
(08) 793829

TasHGA
PO BOX 403
Rosny Park
Tas 7018
Sec. Peter Watts
(002) 282123

tIt
Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres Hank Van Raalte
(07) 200 6194
Sec Gary Davie
South Coast Hang
Gliding Club (NSW)
Meetings: Shellharbour
pub first wed of month .
Contact Harry Docking
(042) 967796 hm or
(042) 564388 wk
Stanwell Park Club
Pres . Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584
Sydney H G Club
2nd Tues of month
Sports House, 7.30pm
Bernie 251 2704 .
N Beaches H G
Club (Sydney)
Chris South
(02) 635 8206
Newcastle H G Club
Pres. Rick Duncan
(049) 439599
Sec. Alex Boldyrew
(049) 631895

Albury Wodonga
Club
Tony Dennis
(060) 56 1654
Capricorn
Skyriders Club
Warwick Gill,
Criterion Hotel,
Rockhampton
(079) 221225
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay
Skysurfers
Ian Hird
(066) 847328
Central Coast H G
Club (NSW)
Gary Morphett
(043) 846556
Sunshine Coast
HG Club (Qld)
Sec.Sandy Stephens
(071) 461722

Goldfields Club
(WA)
Jeff Phillips
Mid North Coast (NSW) Ph (090) 21 6861
Hang Gliders Assoc.
i
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
...- .. .......7..-...
Joe Scott
. ! .
(065) 660039
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LETTERS
HGFA letter to AUF plus your own
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PARAGUrnNGFRONTIERS
future views from UK perspective

5

NEW PRODUCTS
the Airwave KISS + a new altimeter

7

COMP CALENDAR
plus O;S results and stories

8

88 NATS & NSW TITLES
information and final dates

9

PIRS RANKING UPDATE
plus the new World Cup

10

GTR RACER WRITE-UP
from "Hang Gliding"

11

SAHGA GUIDE TO SEX & DRUGS 13
how to core out from the tow(really!)
OUTSIDE OZ
bits & pieces from the O;S mags

15

HILL SOARING & TURBULENCE 16
UGHTNING POWER
18
you'll never go near a CuNim again
STATE AND CLUB NEWS
news and views from around Oz

19

PHYSICAL TRAINING
get fit for summer flying

21

MARKET PLACE

23

CREDITS
Typing:

Kim Osmand &
Phil Mathewson
Layout:
Maclmages
Cartoons:
Julius Makk
Cover Photo:
Geoff Loyns and
Larry Tudor after breaking the world
Out and Return Record at the Owens.
Printers:
MAPS Litho
... And thanks to 'Wings', "Cross
Country", "Hang Gliding" and "Ascendances" magazine and all contributers

Your earliest written decision reo this proposal would be appreciated. We would
anticipate that a favourable decision in
relation to this proposal would enable
HGFA to issue PHG pilot certificates to
HGFA members on behalf of AUF.
PHG PILOT CERTIFICATES

Prior to the 1st Aug we will be
sending our recommendation for PHG
pilot certification. Obviously your
immediate attention to this would be
appreciated.

Dear sirs,
HGFA believes that it is in the best
interests of ANO 95.10 PHG pilots to retain their membership with HGFA. At
hand we have more than 20 registration
forms of PHG pilots who wish to retain
their HGFA memberships. In addition we
have received numerous phone calls from
pilots Australiawide who are unhappy with
the situation of joining AUF. We have
been advised by AUF that registration is
not tied to membership consequently we

Dear Phil,
I'd like to express my support for the club-based
administrative structure outlined in the June
Sky sailor. I think it has the potential to get more
people more actively involved, and will give
local clubs more resources and responsibility to
develop and control their sites. It will also mean
that individuals and clubs should have their
views better represented at conventions.
A couple of suggestions:-

AIRWORTlllNESS Standards for PHGs
registered under ANO 95.10:

PHG LETTER To AUF

CLUB PROPOSAL: FOR. ..

Not all aspects of the Airworthiness
Standards contained in the AUF Technical
Bulletins Nos. 1-4 are directly relevant to
PHGs. The HGFA PHG sub-committee is
in the process of formulating workable
alternatives to ensure a similar level of
airworthiness standards. These proposed
standards will be forwarded for your approvalinduecourse. We are seeking ajoint
meeting ofCAA, AUF and HGFA in midAugust to discuss these issues and the
impending promulgation of ANO 95.55.
Yours sincerely
HGFA executive
Copies to CAA, SAAC, HGFA PHG
Committee, AUF Editor, Airborne Windsports P/L.

Eds Note : I suggest that all PHG pilots
who feel that they would like to retain their
HGFA membership contact Bernie Baer,

- Votes at conventions to be allocated on a basis
of one per 30 club members - i.e. a 65 member
club gets 2 votes, this gives fair representation
and would not encourage larger clubs to split
into smaller units.
- Provision be made for individuals and smaller
clubs to amalgamate for voting purposes, while
being able to operate autonomously.
This could be the best thing for Australian hang
gliding since I turned myoid Phantom into a
beach umbrella!
To make it work well (the proposed new system,
not the umbrella) we will need to maintain
contact between the clubs - and what better way
than through Skysailor. I'm concerned though,
with recent suggestions to save money by printing few of them.
Every Skysailor starts with "Skysailor appears
12 times per year as a service to members". It is
not printed expressly to present a "professional
image" to DOTC or anyone else, but to serve
members by keeping them up to date with current events, news, safety issues and to provide a
forum for discussion. all of these would be
compromised if fewer issues were printed.
continued ....
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considered as soon as possible:

that "Powered Hang Glider Pilots have
the option of joining either AUF or HGFA"
- as agreed by Rod Birrell and Tom
Turner of the AUF at the meeting held in
October 1987 in the presence of Harvey
Ritchie (SAAC), Phil Mathewson, Paul
Mollison, Russell Duncan and Rick Duncan. As time is crucial your earliest reply
would be appreciated.
We see no good reason why AUF
should not allow PHG pilots the choice of
joining AUF or HGFA. We see many
reasons for allowing PHG pilots to retain
HGFA membership, as per our detailed
submission to the DoTC dated late November 1987. Following formal acceptance of
this proposal by AUF we will apply to CAA
for ANO 95.10 to be modified accordingly.

Guy Renaud (French) in Bali - on a 3 m long T/O before the sea!
Photo from "Cross Country" magazine
AUGUST
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It would certainly be nice if we could keep the
shiney paper, but if we can't afford it, give me
current news on the old paper, rather than old
news on the current paper!
David Julian
Once you have tasted flight, you will walk the
earth with your eyes turned skyward; for there
you have been, and there you long to return.
Leonardo da Vinci
Eds Note: You make some good points there
Dave,oldfruit. 1personally believe Skysailor is
the most important part of Australian hang
gliding and would not like to see any less than 12
issues per year ... however, we need more articles from our members to warrant 12 issues
pa. Skysailor is only as good as the articles we
get.

CLUB PROPOSAL. .. AGAINST
Dear Editor,
The suggested changes to the State association.
The idea that we have a club based association
rather than state association is in my opinion
ludicrous. The main reason being that the
majority of pilots are not club members and
forcing them to join a club in order to have a say
in their state's affairs is undemocratic. The
Federation is the governing body for hang gliding in Australia and if it's having trouble with
communication with the states then they could
printeh relevant information in Skysailor which
all members receive. Put the cost up if necessary.
To put a number on a club membership is unfair.
We want quality not a specified quantity. There
may be clubs where the members have no say in
what the club committee does so then the system
breaks down there.
Clubs are not concerned with safety. They are
social groups and if they are allowed to nominate examiners the very thing the new rating
system tries to do would break down and cronyism would run rife again.
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - ,

To let clubs select examiners would degrade all
the pilots who through diligent study have
earned their ratings. To let clubs select safety
officers would allow clubs to select their members to the disadvantage of the other members of
the hang gliding community. It would be a case
of "It's alright for them but not for you". This
cannot be allowed. There are rules and they
should be obeyed so that we can earn the respect
of other air space users. If breaches occur
prosecutions should take place. Warnings only
tell pilots nothing is going to happen.
Yours sincerely
Calan MacLeod

KLEENEX CORNER
Dear Editor,
Here's my '88 subscription. Yes I know it's a
teensy bit late but I've been feeling a bit down
lately and my dog had to have this operation see
- and what with the expense of going to the
'Worlds' at Buffalo, I didn't really recover
'causeI bought this M.G.A. 'cause I hadn't been
flying much - well not at all actually since
Eungella. and then my other car caught fire so
the form sorta got lost in my "in" tray and then
I forgot about it yah see 'cause this friend of
mine is getting married and I'm the 'best man'
so I've had a thousand things on my mind what
with this and that - not that I feel too romantically inclined since my girlfriend shot through.
I wouldn't have minded but she took my M.G.
and I'd only just had the racks put on it. But the
guys are going to Eungella this weekend and I
wouldn't mind having a fly so I thought I'd
better send you the money even though you
printed my name. I didn't think that was very
nice of you and I swore I'd never pay after you
diditbuthellI'mnotgoing to be petty about this
and I hope you're not going to either so 'urn
here's the money if that's OK and so tell Phil I'm
sorry and I won't do it again.
Luv and kisses, Rangie
P.S. Can I please have the Skysailors I've
missed?
Eds Note (as he wipes a tear from his eye): Sure
you can, Rangie. For a story like that you
deserve afree membership! ..... next year.

TOWING - INTERMEDIATES ONLY?
Dear Editor,

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!
DO A HANG CHECK BEFORE
EVERY
TAKE OFF

4
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After reading Skysailor report, June issue, it
became apparent that there is a consistency of
inexperienced pilots PR2 and less in fatal accidents attempting towing.
Soaring a ridge is very new to a Novice and
towing is different again. Any elements of flight
with changing factors (as in towing) as compared to normal flight -- speed angle of attack,
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bar pressure, less reaction time and inexperience -- increases the risk. On of those statistics
was a PRJ. Why?
Should they be given encouragement to tow at
such an early stage of "just simply learning to
fly". Everyone wants to have a go, nothing
wrong with that, but there should be a minimum
rating i.e. Intermediate, before attempting to
tow in any form!
It's just not good enough to say "Ohyeah, Fred,
he's a fast learner, he'll handle it".
We all want to learn and improve but by making
the hurdles a bit lower it may not cost the
ultimate sacrifice just because Fred was
"maybe" too keen.
Nobody wants to play Guru - "Hey, he can't try
this yet, you haven't got the proper ratings". We
all love to fly and see others leam to fly but
you've got to draw a line somewhere. If anyone
has been offended then nothing personal but this
is just our opinion (or is it?).
Now, wrong or right, it is food for thought.
Fly high, stay alive.
M Bristow & M Cotts

WARNING
THIS MAY SAVE
YOUR LIFE
After having seen a parachute deployment or part deployment where the
parachute got entangled on the leading
edge and watching the glider crash to
the ground, I decided to measure the
bridles and found they were only 5
metres long.
Most gliders measure about 6 metres
from keel to leading edge so this makes
the bridle one metre short .... but you
lose another metre from harness to carabiner so most bridles are 3 metres
short!! They should be 8 metres
long, allowing for one metre clearance.
Parachutes Australia is already making
them to these specifications so please
check your bridles for length and if they
are too short please contact your nearest dealer.
Ivan Rowley

P; ARAG l , DIN
F RON T [ E R S
.ti
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he record duration (East Face,
.'}J
Mam Tor) is 3 hours 19 minutes and
the distance probably a down wind accident of some 3km. Just about everything
imaginable is waiting to be done. For us,
everything is a frontier and it is those very
unknowns which I have heard hang glider
pilots say they envy.
Progress in hang gliding is now fine shaving whereas leaps and bounds are still
possible, if not necessarily probable, in
paragliding.
There are reliable claims that two makes of
French canopies will fly 5 to 1. The early
indications are that to do this they have
shaped wings, closed some cell fronts,
applied a wing warp/weight shift rigging,
used a very slow speed aerofoil and tried to
minimise drag with which we are overly
cursed.
Unfortunately, while slow canopies are
find for tottling along in light anabatic
Alpine lift and thermal ling in Central Europe, they are not necessarily suitable for
our fine breezy little isle.
British canopies are developing along
slightly different lines. The two makes of
which I have most experience are my own
make "Off Chutes" and Harley's "New
Wave". Both have over 20 mph top speed
in normal flight. They can handle slightly
stronger winds essentially as an emergency
(front risering) but the end result tends to
produce a very steep glide/sink as it badly
distorts the wing section. What we are
lacking is a greater range of speed and
flatter turns.
Tomorrow
What are we doing and where are we
going? Ifwewanttoflywell whydon'twe
just learn to hang glide?
What we are doing is hang gliding with a
fully flexible wing. The things about paragliding which are better than hang gliding
are the portabili ty, stability and landability.
We can take off from many more sites
simply because it is so much more convenient to get there. My smallest canopy
weighs 8lbs and goes in the bottom of a
rucksack. The danger in paragliding is for

.'

,

the inexperienced pilot, rather than a novice, and is mainly related to lack of penetration. So stable are the chutes that inversions would be miraculous, though stall
recovery takes up some vertical air space
and is not as smooth as on a rigid wing.
After easy portability what I enjoy most
about flexis is being able to touch down
almost anywhere especially on a slope,
near the car, stuff it in the sack and off
home. And when we do go XC this year we
can easily thumb a lift back with a small
sack, or hop on a bus.
Why not fly a rigid wing? Well why not
indeed? This is why I am learning to hang
glide, mainly to learn about flying itself.
Len Hull, who took me on my first dual
flight, told me that the thing holding back
paragliding is knowledge. He said that not
knowing how to fly XC held back hang
gliding for five years. I go back to a point
I made earlier about how lucky we are to
have the good will of hang glider pilots. I
learnt more from Len in a 30 minute flight
about thermalling than from any previous
source. I learnt that we must be able to turn
flatter to work weak thermals. Bear in
mind that atthe moment we have a 500 fpm
sink rate although some french canopies
have 300 down, or so I hear.
We lose rather alotofheighton turns but if
that cannot be cured (I'm sure it can) then
we can reverse'S' tum within the thermal.

'-

No, this person is not a mutant. There are two
people and this is a tandem paraglider.
Photo from "Ascendances", mag of the French
Hang Gliding Federation.

Our experience is that thermalling is not a '--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,
problem but that staying aloft long enough canopy with a completely new wing section, wing warp rigging and a choice of
to hook another thermal without ridge lift
prone and supine harnesses, not only for
will be awkward given our limited glide
less drag but also for weight shift.
angle.
What can we do?

So, we can ridge soar and thermal. I have
watched paragliders thermalling to 2,000
or 3,000 feet ATO in the Alps and disappear towards cloudbase. We should be able
to do that here and make the first tentative
steps towards serious Xc.

Geoff Birtles is proprietor of Peak Paragliding School which operates in the Peak
District around /-lope Valley.

Flying canopies without expert tuition is
dangerous as several hang glider pilots
have found.

What is needed is canopy development.
There is no maybe about it to fly
competitively in Britain we will need more
speed than presently available which is
why I am currently building a big fast
AUGUST
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WHICH GLIDER HAS JUST
BLITZED INTO 1st, 2nd and 3rd
IN THE EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS ?
A GTR "World Beater" ?? ... err. ...... NO
A FOIL "Mean Machine" ?? ... umm ....... NO
An HP2 "Racer" ?? ...... ....... ahhhh ........ NO

IT WAS A

KISS!

A WHAT??
A NEW AIRWAVE MAGIC

*

KISS!

Wing Area 154 sq ft
Aspect Ratio 7.5
Span 34 ft
Lightweight 7075 alloy frame and battens

John Pendry
Jess Flynn
Bruce Goldsmith

1st
2nd
3rd

SMALL GLIDER -

Wing Loading
Wing Loading
Wing Loading

1.75
1.59
1.50

BIG PERFORMANCE

Contact MARK MITSOS at FUTURE WINGS for details
46, GeorgeAve, BULLI 2516. Ph (042) 674570

Priced at $4,300

The Magic Kiss airframe has the following:

NEW

• Lightweight, high strength 7075 alloy leading
edges, cross tubes and battens
• Internal "floating" tip struts with new lightweight polycarbonate fittings.

The Magic Kiss
NOTE:
This article was taken from
Airwave's own brochure and, like any marketing literature, should be taken accordingly. The gossip (and I repeat - gossip) from
Europe is that it's sink rate is indeed excellent but the glide apparently is no better than
any other competition glider.
The Kiss was conceived during Mark Mitsos'
stay at Airwave last year and even though it is
only 154 sq ft, pilots of 200 lbs are outs inking
their previous performance. It is an efficient
little wing with an aspect ratio of 7.5 hence the
good speed and glide. The Magic Kiss is
slightly tail heavy in still air wich aids nil-wind
take off and landing. Once in the air the pitch is
light, yet progressively increases with speed.
The speed range is very good with a stall speed

of 16mph. Thermalling should be done at 22
mph to achieve best climb which is, by all
accounts, excellent. The roll response is unbelievable. Best glide is (for lack of any accurate
means of measurement) better than any other
glider, and at a higher speed.

The Kiss rigs like a normal Magic either flat on
the ground or standing on its "A" frame. The
VG and compensator are permanently rigged
and are never disconnected.
As you would expect, there is something special
about the Magic Kiss sai1cut, and it comes with
a 4.4 oz main body and a Trilam leading edge
pocket as standard.
There are seven main battens, 1 tip batten, 2 half
ribs and 3 undersurface battens per side.

Problems with International patents have prevented the instruments being marketed here directly, but the two components are
available separately at very low cost.
For the very reasonable fee of $20, I will forward a complete set of
instructions on how to use the P. LUM "B-L1NE" and the T.A. PEM
"EASURE" to determine your altitude!!
Dave Julian

• Speed bar with foam grips
• Breakdown leading edges (NO tools)

VIT AL STATISTICS
Wing Area
Span
Aspect Ratio
Nose Angle
Glider Weight
Max pilot weight
Price

154 sq ft
34.1 ft
7.5
1320
65 lbs (genuine)
210 lb
Aus$4,300

Contact Future Wings for details (see ad
opposite)

HOW TO CARRY YOUR
DIVER
WITHOUT INJURY

AUSTRALIAN BREAKTHROUGH
IN FLYING INSTRUMENTS

The device, known as the "A-Line"was further developed, privately,
by Professor Lum and a working pre-production model called the
"B-Line" was constructed. This showed promise, but there were
problems in obtaining an accurate read-out, and manufacturing
rights were sold to an Australian engineer, Terence A. Pem . In association with the CSIRO, he developed a linear digitiser to solve
the read-out problem, and, since the display was easy to read, and
was made of urethane plastic, he called it the "Easure".

• Airwave's famous aerofoil upright and
kingpost system

• And ... the Kiss is keelpocketless.

Ingredients for a Magic Kiss

Pilots in Australia will no doubt be excited to hear about this
breakthrough in aviation technology, which provides a simple, reliable and above all inexpensive method of directly measuring
altitude. The system was initially developed in Sweden by Professor Peter Lum of the SAl. (Swedish Aviation Institute), and had
reached an advanced prototype stage, when the Institute'S funding
was cut, and the project was abandoned.

• A new easy-to-pull VB system

There seems to be a general lack of understanding among many
hangies about lifting their gliders, this may cause a lifetime of
suffering for some. It can happen in an instant or develop over
years. If you get it you'll never be the same, you could end up
in a wheelchair.
I'm talking about what's commonly called a slipped disc. It's
really a herniated disc but who cares? It hurts.
There are some simple rules which may save your back. Just
keep in mind that lifting the wrong way the base of your spine is
the fulcrum of a 10:1 lever which means if your torso weighs
1OOlbs, there is 1 OOOlbs pressure at the base of your spine! Yes,
office workers, get it lifting paper clips. Imagine the damage a
70lb glider can do.
1.

Lift with your back straight

2.

Lift with your legs

3

Stand as close as possible to the load

4.
Never twist your back when lifting or carrying. Use
your legs and feet to change direction.
5

Never bend your back to lift

Eds Note: As this invention is still clouded in secrecy, please
contact HGFA for Dave's secret address.

Gregory J. Holbut
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US NATIONALS RESULTS

OWENS VALLEY

CaMP ITION
CALE DAR

1
2
3
7
8
30

Results
Ted Boyse
Jim Lee
Nelson Howe
Tony Armstrong AUS
Mark Grubbs
Birgit Svens
AUS

HP2
HP2
Foil Racer
Foil Racer
Foil Racer

First the bad news ...
One of the ladies, Keri Castle, was
coming 5th (in the overall rankings) with
one day of competition left but tumbled
and broke up her Magic.
Now the good news .. .
She deployed her parachute and landed
at 12,000' on Bancroft Mountain beside a
Research Station! They drove her down
the hill with a broken tooth, a sore ankle
... and a bag of Magic bits.

ANSETT I CHALET CHALLENGE.
Eungella, Old, 25 Sept - 2 Oct. Trophies
and prize money for both A & B grade on
Nat Ladder as well as Old. Entry fee $60.
Contact Dave Lamont (079) 461157 H

On June 26 at the Owens Valley
Geoff Loyns (on a Foil Racer) and Larry
Tudor (on an HP2) demolished the world
out and return record by flying 191 miles.
On July 3rd, Larry Tudor flew 242.8 miles
to N of Austin , Nevada to break the world
distance record· subject to official
ratification.

88 NATIONALS. Killarney, SOld. 5-14
Oct 88. 80 men plus up to 10 ladies
Meet Director: Ian Hird (066) 847328.
Entry Fee $100. See article.
NSW TITLES 88 Killarney Sat 19 - Sun
27 November (not as advertised last
Skysailor) 80 pilots max. Meet Director
Ian Hird (066) 847328. See article this
issue. Entry Fee $80 (I think)
LADIES and GENTS FLV-IN. 27 Dec - 3
Jan at Laurieton, Mid North Coast for Nov
to Adv. Contact Lee Scott for accom and
other details (065) 569 692
RAINBOW BEACH Christmas Competition. Many prizes. contact the Club's
Secretary Sandy Stephens on (071)
461722 for further details.

89 NATIONALS. Mt. Buffalo area.
23 Jan - 3th Feb 1989 . 150 pilots max.
including internationals. More details
soon . These dates are NOT the same as
in last Skysailor.
8
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WW Sport
WWHP2
Magic IV
GTR Race
WW Sport
UP Axis

Hang Glider Manufacturers
Association League Meet for 1988
Results
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Mark Bennett
Butch Peachy
Chris Arai
Nelson Howe
Steve Koji
Larry Tudor
Steve Moyes
Joe Bostik
Ted Boyse
Jim Lee
Ricky Duncan

1
2
3
4

TEAM SCORES
Wills Wing
San Diego Team
Moyes
Seedwings

AUS

AUS

EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
NEWS FROM USA
1
2
3
10
11
20
24

John Pendry
Bruce Goldsmith
Jess Flynn
Carl Braden
Russ Duncan
Mark Newland
Drew Cooper

Kiss
Kiss
Kiss
FOIL Racer
FOIL Racer
GTR Racer
GTR Racer

Apparently this turned out to be a sink
rate competition, with bad weather and
very little racing .

89 NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS
Paeroa Range, Rotorua. Competition
days Jan 1-13 1989. More info from
Geoff Christophers, Rotorua HGC. Ph
Ngakuru (NZ) 710
FLATLANDS 88/89 Ves, there will be a
Flatlands. Lee Scott will be running it
from 10-18 Jan.1989 Entry fee $150.
Contact Lee Scott as soon as possible on
(065) 569 692

Results
1 Joe Bostik
2 Bruce Case
3 Howard Osterlund
4 Steve Moyes
5 Brad Koji
6 Jim Zeiset

UK LEAGUE top ten places
so far
1

2
3
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Name
Task 1Task 2Total
Rob Whittall
100 274
374
Tony Hughes
117247
364
Kim Tipple
105 244
348
Bruce Goldsmith 100 244 344
Andie Nelson
99
237
336
Chris Ashman
55
237
292
Phil Huddleston 105 160 265
Jess Flynn
o
261
261
Steve Elkins
105 132
237
Graham Bell
o
230
230

The next League is in Newtown, Wales
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On the 18th 100 mile + flight, on April 30th
Geoff Lyons became the first pilot to fly a
100 miler from the San Francisco Bay area
of California. The local club have been
trying for five years to break the previous 66
mile record .
The flight was one of Geoff's fastest· he
covered the distance in 3 hrs 40 mins flying
from Mission Ridge which is in the SE
corner of the Bay area.
Cloud base was 6,700 feet with strong ther·
mals from as low as 300 feet AGL . the
thermals frequently hitting 1,700 feet per
minute. There was thick snow falling from
some of the clouds and Geoff reports that
this obscured the ground for some of the
flight. The temperature at cloudbase was
24degrees F (Verycold!). Cloudbase inthe
area is usually around the 4,500 feet mark
and this day was unusual.
Before taking off Geoff discussed tactics
with Wayne Ashby (inventor of the speed·
rail and the remote weather stations that the
Bay Area pilots use) . Wayne landed later
on the same day after 130 miles· beating
Geoff's flight!

Australian Nationals
and

NSW State Titles

1.

THE NATIONALS

DATES:
Wed 5 - Fri 14 October 1988, with Sat 15 being the emergency day.

OBJECTIVES:
To find the Australian Sporting Champion in A, B and Ladies
Grades. Note that the Australian Champions are the pilots who top
the National Ladder in their respective grades.

COMPETITION NUMBERS:
There are 90 places allocated for the competition. 80 of these will
be made up of teams from all member States, and the remaining 10
places reserved exclusively for Ladies who are not selected fortheir
State teams . Each state has been allocated a set number of places
,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ , based on the number of Advanced/PR4 and 5 pilots in each state.
For actual numbers contact your state association .
(1;:' very June, as I endure another wet, cold, blustery and
L ; mostly earthbound winter, I realise that the flying season is
definitely on the way rather than on the wane. With the flying
2.
ST ATE TITLES
season comes the ever more prestigious Australian competition
circuit. This year has been a milestone for hang gliding in th is
DATES:
country, culminating in the huge and popular success of Rick
Sat 19 - Sun 27 November 1988, with Mon 28 as emergency day.
Duncan and the Australian Team at the Buffalo World ChampionOBJECTIVES:
ships. We can also be proud of the fact that the format and scoring
To find the NSW State Champions in A, B and Ladies Grades.
system used were the result of many years development and much
COMPETITION NUMBERS:
credit must go to Craig Worth and Paul Mollison whose dedication
There will be 80 places available in the competition. Pilots from all
to their sport resulted in a very successful competition.
states are eligible and welcome to enter, however priority will be
Last year saw the introduction of B grade and the Ladies section in
given to NSW pilots. Any pilot may, of course, win the competition,
the competition, which opened up the competition to many pilots
but State places are only available to NSW pilots.
whose were trying to fly their way up the National Ladder. PersonELIGIBILITY:
ally I feel that one of the most important objectives of a competition
Open to all current financial pilots holding Advanced rating and
is to provide a venue for up-and -coming XC pilots to improve their
Intermediate pilots who can demonstrate XC experience . Priority
skills by actually trying to fly a particular course rather than just
will, of course, be given to NSW pilots .
"going for a fly". It was most gratifying to me to hearfirst-time comp
pilots raving about a flight they had that they considered way
beyond their skills. This is something that will always be a large part
REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION
of my philosophy when organising a competition.
That being said, I would like to give you a few details of the two competitions I will be running this year: The Australian National
Championships and the New South Wales State Titles. Both
competitions will be held at Killarney, S. Old where we held the
State Titles last year.

NATIONALS:
State Team selectors please inform me as soon as possible of the
details of their teams, including reserves. Ladies wishing to enter
should contact me directly.

STATE TITLES:
Pilots should contact me directly.
telephone.

You may register over the

Upon registration in either competition all pilots will receive a copy
of the Rules and a Pilot Information Pack which contains details of
the Killarney area, accommodation, competition format and scoring
explanations, relevant maps, entry fees etc.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Meet Director
Ian Hird
Coolamon Drive
Coorabell NSW 2479
Tel (066) 847328
In conclusion ; whether you are flying competitively or not this year,
may I take this opportunity to wish you Safe Circles and Happy
Landings.
Dermot does it double at Buffalo - in a 220 Lite Dream, certified for
Tandem flights . Photo by the girl 's boyfriend (what a trusting chap!)

Good Luck
Ian
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PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL
RATING SYSTEM
(PIRS)
UPDATE
The PIRS is the brainchild of Andre Milewski and is based on weighted averages
of a pilot's PIX (Performance Index) times the pilot's RIX (Regular~y Index). It
consists of 2 separate rankings, the World Class and International Class, but the
International Class seems way off beam so I'll confine our results to the World
Class which seems realistic as far as pilots who take part in international
competitions are concerned.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
30
33
46

In the preceding issues of our review, two persons (Tiberio Roda in GLM
No. 11 and Brian Milton inCC No.1) evoked the idea of creating a World
Cup of Hang Gliding in line with other sports as tennis, golf, car racing ...
Because the idea is still in the air, we felt it an opportune time to collect
first hand opinions on the subject from some of the potential participants:
John Pendry (GB), Angelo Crapanzano(l), Drew Cooper (Aus), Detlef
Ziege (RF A) ... who were approached during the recent meet at Monte
Grappa in Bassano.
Most apparent was the unanimous opinion that a World Cup would give
a new dimension to hang gliding by: improving the quality of competitions, pushing toward professionalism, raising pilot performance level
and attracting media coverage and sponsorship.

Name

Nat

P.IX

RIX

Duncan Rick
Pendry
Moyes
Haney
Boyse
Tudor
Lee
Flynn
Newland
Braden
Carnet
Case
Jursa
Baier
Kuhr
Ziege
Mersham
Thevenot
Goldsmith
Cooper
Blenkinsop
Duncan Russ
Scott Puss
Pritchard

AUS
GB
AUS
CON
USA
USA
USA
GB
AUS
AUS
GB
USA
A

1.68
1.64

784
1172

The pilots are also unanimous about the necessity of setting up a serious,
motivated and paid organisation committee.

1.60
1.60

880

1.54

502

1.50

624
739

On the other hand, opinions diverge where the eventual formula is
concerned. In some minds the circuit should be carved out of the already
existing classic competitions (Como, Owens, Fiesch ... ) while others
envisage an entirely new set of meets and tasks (essentially XC but also
including out/returns and even aerobatics",).

0
A

0
AUS
F
GB
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS

1.49
1.48
1.46
1.45
1.44
1.43
1.43
1.39
1.37
1.37
1.36
1.34
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.22
1.22
1.06

632

808
750
670

745
597
518
827
791
754
522
916
875
779
584
886
886
455

~
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Reprinted from "Cross Country"
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It so happens that certain people, namely John Pendry and Brian Milton
have gone far beyond the discussion phase and are close to materialising
a World Cup proposal.
The greatest obstacles lie in fmancing, a problem that not only resides in
the conception of a World Cup but in the sport of hang gliding in general.
Sponsors and media tend to shy away largely for reasons of amateurism
- and many serious pilots suffer the consequences.
Tickle your imagination on the subject while the proposals are still up in
the air!
EdsNote: Wouldn't it be nice if they included Buffalo into the World Cup
circuit!! If you feel strongly about this idea write to Skysailor or direct
to "Cross Country", I, Rue de la Petite-Fin, 21121 Fontaine-les-Dijon,
FRANCE.

Moyes
GTR Racer
by Paul Burns
Reprinted from HANG GLIDING

According to Steve Moyes, who headed the GTR Racer project, his
goal was to enhance the performance of the GTR VG, increase the
speed range, yet minimise the impact on handling. It was also
Steve's ambition to retain a level of ease in handling that would
allow for long duration flights, and easy landings.
The most notable change is the addition of a "six-pack" of half ribs
in the top surface of the sail. Less obvious is the heavier 4.7 ox.
cloth of which the entire main body of the sail is constructed,
including the top surface and trailing edge.
The most extensive frame change is applied to the leading edges.
Both inside and outside sleeves at the crossbar junction have been
lengthened, plus an additional oversleeve has been added. This
brings the number of tubing thicknesses in this area to four. This
construction significantly reduces the possibility of leading edge
deformation at high airspeeds and during high "G" manoevres.
Another noteworthy change is in the geometry of the glider
airframe. The regular GTR has dihedral built into the frame, while
the GTR Racer employs anhedral.
Additionally the Racer is equipped with 1x19x3/32" non-coated
cables for drag reduction.
There is one very noticeable difference between the regular GTR
and the Racer, which quickly becomes apparent during set up. The
Racer weighs every bit of 831bs in the bag! This weight can make
the glider a chore to ground handle in no-wind conditions.
Standard features on the GTR Racer include custom sail colours,
VG, faired king post and uprights, speed bar, 4.7 oz mainsail and
trailing edge, half ribs plus protective bags, sleeves and pads to
increase the life of the glider and preserve its resale value.
In the air the Racer displayed a significant increase in performance
in both glide and speed range, as well as a modest increase in sink
rate over the regular GTR. Roll control pressures are about the
same, but with more spiral instability (wing tends to stay in turns)
when the VG is in the "off" position. Pulling the VG "on" from about
midway to full travel seems to improve the handling on the Racer,
with quicker control response through lighter bar pressure than the
regular GTR. Pitch control likewise exhibits lighter bar pressure.
As with the Regular GTR, the VG setting that gives the best
compromise between handling and performance varies with wing
loading. Hooking in at 175 Ibs, thermalling with the VG full on was
not a problem. However, the handling seemed to be most comfortable with the VG pulled on about halfway.
The improvement in glide was most impressive. Although no formal
in-flight performance comparisons were conducted, it is safe to say
that the Racer will compete with the top machines in the high
performance category.

It's always important to be able to perform a good, safe landing, but
especially so at the end of a long cross country flight, when fatigue
is a factor. And although the Racer performs better in glide and
speed than the standard GTR, it seems to land as well as, if not
better! One factor is a slightly slower stall speed for the Racer.
Another is the glider's tolerance for mistimed flares . In ground
effect the Racer is easily controlled with a minimum of pilot effort.
Crosswind landings can be performed with little tendency to drop a
tip. Even landings performed with the VG pulled halfway can be
executed without a tip stall.
For the cross-country pilot and serious competition pilot, the
increased performance of the GTR Racer and its strength, translate
into confidence in its ability to enable the pilot to cross physical and
geographical barriers in achieving new goals.
SPECIFICATIONS
Area 162 sq ft
Span 34'
Nose Angle 130 0
Aspect Ratio 7.13
Pilot Weight 130-2401bs
Glider Weight 83 Ibs
Battens
Top 11 per side
Bottom 5 per side
Speed Range (175
Wing loading 1.59
Stall speed VG off
Stall speed VG on
Top speed VG off
Top Speed VG on

Ib pilot):
17
16
55
58

mph
mph
mph
mph

General Characteristics (Scale 1 - 10)
Set up time/ease
7
7
Ground Handling
Static Balance
9
Frame/hardware
9
sail quality/craftmanship
8
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Still the one

VISION 3B
After extensive testing of the Keel-Pocketless
VISION Mk4 (Note clones now appearing) in Nov-Dec 87,
I decided to go on producing a refined VISION 3 as
TIlE Beginner Pilots FIRST Glider.
While the keel-pocketless version performs very
nicely, I found that it needs regular yaw correction, even
in mild turbulence, and skill I would not expect from a
Novice pilot.
A New NOSE-Wire CATCH system and A-Frame Top
make for easier set up on the 3B.
The Australian VISION uses All Australian Tubing
(at some $5000 Die Establishment Cost) and Australian
Fittings which differ from the US Certified VISION.
However I am confident it will adhere to the Standard
when Test Equipment becomes available.
For the BEST PRICE call Stan Roy
Suncoast Hang Gliders
Chevallum Road
Palmwoods 4555

THE VISION 3B IS CURRENTLY UNCERTIFIED

Ph (071) 459185

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Dales Rd, Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (071) 459185

• COMPACT - half volume of pod • TESTED TO 2000
LBS WITHOUT FAILURE • CLEAT ON SHOULDER ROPE
TO ADJUST BODY ANGLE - great for racing. ADJUSTABLE CG • ZIPPED BALLAST CONTAINER. GLIDER
BAG STORAGE. ADJUSTABLE LEG LOOPS. TOW
AND AEROTOW LOOPS. PARACHUTE CONTAINER.
CAMERA POCKET. PADDING FOR CHEST AND LEGS
• VERY COMFORTABLE. CUSTOM FIT AND COLOURS
• ... AND MORE
Now in stock 1 x 5'4", 3 x 6'0"
Due to overseas demand, delivery time is 5 weeks.
The comps start Sept. so get your orders in quickly.

Also available -Steel 5000 kg carabiners
You only need one for comps - $30 each

AIRSPACE
1, Ducross St, Petersham 2049
Ph (02) 560 8773
12
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UPRIGHT TUBING-STRONG
Length makes two uprights - $27
Ship 1-3 lengths Aust. wide - $14
INSTRUMENTS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES
Wrist ALTIMETERS from $35 to $145
VARIa-The HUMMINGBIRD VE-12 Miniature
The PROVEN PERFORMER at an Affordable
Price - thousands in use with approx. 99%
Reliability - Zero set, Sink Alarm Trip Point
and Sensitivity all adjustable externally.
12 Months Warranty. $298
Quick clamp Mounting Kit $25
PARACHUTES, POD HARNESSES, A.S.I.s
Bolle Sunglasses
Hand Fairings, Carabiners
Hang Loops, Tow Bridles

You have probably noticed if towing on a road,
the increased wind velocity 30 seconds to a
minute after a car passes . This is a thermal
triggered by the vehicle and happens on thermic
days with monotonous regularity provided that
the wind is sufficiently light to allow adequate
heating to take place and the traffic flow is less
than a vehicle every 10-15 minutes or so (the
less cars the better).

Well all right, it's really about TOWING
but that's what SAHGA called it, for some obscure reason.

A few people I have towed with consider it
nonnal to have half a dozen tows and consider
themselves lucky to get away on their first tow
Friends, luck has nothing to do with it.
I assume your towing equipment is in first class
condition? Some systems look as if they have
been scavenged from the local tip, when in
actual fact should be deposited there! Faulty
radios and rope breaks hold up everyone using
the system, which is why I prefer to use my own.
Let's start from the beginning. We arrive at the
tow site- what's the first thing you do? Set up
your glider? Run out the tow rope? NO! Take
a leak? NO! Erect a windsock? - Right! (one
made of one ounce spinnaker cloth is ideal)
Position it where it can be seen whilst setting up
as well as at launch. Why? A windsock makes
subtle changes in direction and velocity much
more noticeable and what usually causes these
variations in the wind is thermals. Much can be
learned about the days soarability simply by
watching the windsock during set up. You can
differentiate between the pressure wind and the
thennal cycles on the day and by deducting the
pressure wind from the cycle strength and gauge
some idea of the thennal strength. Make a
mental note of the regularity of the cycles. If the
wind drops off completely between cycles you
can bet your batten bags you will be away on
your first tow. It is easier to get away in nil/light
conditions, though remember launch time is
much more crucial, but more on that shortly.

Right. The next pilot is ready. Now please
launch in no wind, remembering to wait long
enough for the airto heat up again. This is where
the astute pilot has noticed the lull between
cycles whilst setting up, launching just as a
thennal is about to break off.

NIL/LIGHTWIND
Some other pilots are ready to launch before me.
One is hooked in, tension is on and he is ready
to go. I overhear him say to the driver via the
radio that he is waiting for wind. It has been
dead calm for around 10 minutes and Ijust know
that a boomer is about to break loose.
Five minutes on the pilot is still waiting. The air
is becoming more and more buoyant and just
carmot hold itself down any longer and eventually breaks away and drifts through the set up
area.
"Ah!" thinks the pilot "wind at last" and picks
up his glider. "Go! Go! Go!" Great take off. He
lifts off almost instantly, but at a couple of
hundred feet the pilot's climb is greatly reduced
as he is towed through the sink left by the rising
air. He yells to the driver to go faster and has
moderate height by the end of the tow but has
landed before the tow vehicle has returned the
rope to launch. Had he launched when the wind
was zero the tow vehicle would have triggered
the thennal and towed the pilot directly into it
and would have climbed half way to base by
now instead of sweltering under his glider.

I tell him to launch when I believe the time is
right and he climbs smoothly. However, at
around 300' AGL he feels his glider load up as
his vario winds off the clock. The tow driver
throws out the anchors to prevent a weak link
break. But the pilot hangs on flying out of the
thennal (which is fairly small so close to the
ground and in its early stage of development)
only to encounter sinking air and netting a climb
of only 2-400' per minute for his remainder of
the tow. The pilot does not release until the
driverreaches the end of the strip, trying to gain
as much height as possible. The now released
pilot flies downwind in the vain hope of finding
'his' thermal only to encounter the sinking air
left behind it as it develops downwind oflaunch
and, like the first pilot, he only just makes it back
to launch and carmot quite figure out what he did
wrong.
It's important to note that vehicle-triggered
thermals differ from other thennals, because the
trigger point does not remain stationary and
hence the thennal is not fed from a fixed point.
Even in light winds the thennal is fed by surrounding warm air as it drifts downwind.

We are just about to set up and someone offers
to run out a rope, okay fme, but lets use mine (I
know it is in good shape). "How long is it?" they
ask. "2000'" I reply. "Geez we only use 1500'.
You can get just as high with it." Yes, that is
probably true but the essence of getting away on
your first tow has nothing to do with altitude
gained but when you release! The only way to
guarantee climbing out on your first tow is to
release in lift! That is where the majority of
pilots stuff up. The extra 500' of rope comes in
handy because you reach that lift later and
slightly higher.
At this point we will divide towing into two
types i.e. Nil/Light Pressure Wind up to about 6
knots and Windy days above 6 knots (both assuming convection is taking place).

It's not towing, but it is SA - Peter Bolton suburban soaring at Seaford in fact.
Photo by Pete Bolton - who looks like he's acquired a Pod Lite from the UK.
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A thennal originating from a fixed trigger point
is fed from buoyant air which usually drifts
horizontally until it hits that trigger point be it a
tree line, building, hill or whatever.
This being the case, vehicle-triggered thennals
can drift out of the tow paddock faster than one
would expect for the wind velocity on the day,
hence could quite possibly be out of glide range
if you top out on your tow.
As I am carrying my glider over to the take off

area I question him regarding his failure to
release in a seemingly powerful core - "Oh, I
would have" he replies "Butl thought I was a bit
low". My helmet and balaclava effectively
prevent me from ripping more hair out so I just
resort to mumbling some verbal abuse under my
breath.
I hook in, clip on my radio microphone and flick
my vario to double scale, a very handy modification fortowing as most varios read 800-1000
fpm up on the initial stages of the tow and it's
somewhat harder to detect lift when ones vario
is already pegged.
With the exception of the windsock twitching
from side to side momentarily there is no discernable air movement. It's been this way for
some time and it's time to make a few kilometres. I pick up my glider. "Go! Go! Go!"
Holding back on the tow line to 'bungie' into a
good safe launch, soon I am in prone with my
microphone unclipped so as to allow two-way
communication with the driver. This in itself is
important as the tow gauge may climb rapidly
possibly indicating the presence of a thennal.
The driver tells me as much but my vario has
only increased 50 fpm. This is no thennal, just
wind gradient or shear as I penetrate the stronger
wind aloft.
As I climb through 300' AGL my vario goes
from 450 fpm to 700 fpm in less than a second
(remember it's on dual scale) I glance at the tow
vehicle and notice that it has almost stopped.
Two or three seconds later, before the driver has
had a chance to say anything, I have released
and cranked over to one side with one hand
whilst pulling up my bridle with the other. The
vario never stops beeping and after one or two
circles I am centred, I thank the driver for the
tow, flick my vario back to normal and concentrate on climbing to base.

Remember you have caught this thennal in its
initial stage and even if its only a bubble of rising
air the chances of falling out ofthe bottom of it
are slim as you have released in the top portion
of it. I also believe it advisable to instruct your
driver to drive slowly from launch to the spot
where it commences the tow to lessen the
chances of triggering a thermal prematurely.
WINDY DAYS
As mentioned before, launch timing in stronger
conditions is less critical. You may simply
prefer to launch in a lull for safety reasons,
though I would do so primarily to encounter a
thennal sooner rather than launch as one is
blowing through and tow up in the sink that is
left behind it. Depending on wind strength, the
tow vehicle mayor may not trigger a potential
thennal, but obviously thermals will drift down
the tow strip with a greater horizontal component than on calmer days.

It is merely a matter of staying on the tow until
you fly through some coreable lift. I will again
stress that you should still release in lift, if
possible.
If you reach the top of the tow and have not
flown through anything of any substance and
providing the wind is not too strong, initially fly
directly downwind at minimum sink speed in
the vain hope of picking up lift triggered by the
tow vehicle. Unless the lift is particularly strong
it will be well downwind of launch by now.

Your sink rate may be as bad as in nil/light winds
but your ground speed will be greater taking you
back over the launch vicinity with adequate
altitude should you find something workable.
You will probably find that the scraps of lift you
passed ( ·.rough .- n tow which then seemed quite
useless are a"rually workable when flying
through them downwind because once free of
the tow line you can explore them more fully.

As for the extra 500' of rope-it gives the
thermal a little longer to develop as you reach it
500' later and obviously slightly higher. The
_~ . .
, be small at this low altitude, so do not
be afraid to over-bank your glider a little in order
to stay in the lift. Once you are higher and the
thermal diameter increases you can flatten out
your bank angle and maximise your climb rate.

SKYSAILOR

If the wind is really honking and you have flown
through no lift whilst on tow, fly headwind (off
the tow) at min sink speed. The reason is that it
is easier to detect and sniff out thermals the
slower one flies and it keeps your sink rate at its
minimum.

Most likely we will be flying in sinking air and,
as you already know, the greater the sink, the
faster one must fly to fly as efficiently as possible and to find neutral or rising air more
quickly. But be prepared to slow up and investigate any bumps or surges of lesser sink you
may fly through.
If, at any stage of the tow above 100' AGL, a
weak link breaks (regardless of wind strength) I
do a 360 0 turn immediately. The chances are
that the failure is thennal induced and it's
amazing just how low you can climb out from
what would appear to be a hopeless siruation.
Alternatively, you have flown into the wind
gradient, or maybe your driver is just not on the
ball.

In stronger conditions I usually ask the driver to
tow at a lower pressure (20-30lbs lower than
nonnal) and wind gradient can be assessed on
the first tow of the day.
The above is only my opinion but works for me,
as anyone I tow with will testify. Please have
guts and confidence to release low in lift. Do not
ever consider altirude as a factor in your decision to release and you may never need another
tow. Who knows, one day maybe my hair will
get a chance to grow back!!

,-------------------------------------------------------------~

Whilst on tow let the glider fly itself so that it
'weather vanes' directly downwind of the car,
this way you get towed straight into the middle
of the thermal triggered by the car.

14

Do not be afraid to wander off course if you
sense lift to one side anything is worth exploring. Remember if you're not actually gaining
altitude you will soon drift out of the tow paddock and be unable to make it back to launch.
Find the centre of the lift and work your buns off
to stay in it.
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SWITZERLAND
Perhaps the most challenging contest today for hang glider pilots is the CAP 444
designed by Swiss competitor Didier Favre
3 years ago and still unclaimed. Pilots must
fly a sequence of cross country flights totalling 444km with no exterior assistance
whatsoever. A set of rules can be obtained
through the Swiss Federation. The prizes
are insignificant, the only real one being the
achievement itself and once the 444 is
completed the 555 will follow. Reportedly
Italian pilot Andrea Patrucco has been seriously training for this rigorous challenge
requiring mountain top landings and solitary nights by camp fire.
USA
BRS Inc. builders of the rocket deployed
parachutes for ultralights has released its
hang glider model. The entire system,
worked on by Bruce Case (87 World's silver
medal winner) in collaboration with Wills
Wing is harness mounted. AfterGutesiegal
approval the chute, now being sold in the
US, will be available in Europe

GENAIR

CHINA
The officials of Chengdu, China have
shown proof of an open deor policy by
agreeing to send 3 students of Economy,
Medicine and Hang Gliding(!) for one year
of studies in Montpellier France, sister city
of Chengdu, beginning this fall. The world's
first doctorate of hang gliding (?) candidate
will be training primarily at Envoi hang gliding school in Montpellier.
PARAGLIDERPROBLEM?
In Vol Libre Phillippe Tisserand in an
editor's note wonders at the poor results of
the French Team in the Australian World
Championship. Not only France is disappointed, he writes; Germany, Austria as
well as Switzerland once had flying colours
in the international hang gliding scene, but
didn't score well this year. Eventually these
countries are the very same ones where
paragliding has gone through a tremendous boom during the last couple of years!
Has the paraglide movement sucked power
from hang gliding?

AUSTRALIA
Jenny Ganderton's world triangle record of 68.75 km made in St. Andre les
Alpes, France last June on a FOIL 160
RACER during a British League Meet,
has finally been officialized by the FAI.

SENIOR WORLD CUP
This annual event now calls itself the Senior
World Cup, so like the Womans World Cup
this further opens the way for the Negroes,
Jews and left Handed People World
Cup .... Good fun anyway and as the threshold has been lowered from 50 to 45 years
they really want to make a big comp which
will be based on XC flying. In case of
sufficient female competitors a separate
female class is to be installed. Time and
place Kitzbuhel (Austria), 18 to 28 August
1988. Info: Drachenfliegerclub Kitzbuhel ,
Dr. Sepp Hildebrand, March feldgasse 3, A6370 Kitzbuhel, Austria ; Tel. 05356-2784.
WILLS WHEELS
Wills Wings German dealer sells bar
wheels on short axles that can be fitted into
the outer bottom bar ends. The clever thing
about them is that the wheels can be locked
to prevent the glider rolling down a slope
while rigging or prior to take off. Once in
flight they can be freed to assure the required safety on landing.
DEPRESSIVE
A group of German psychologists investigate the probable depressiveness of
people in an article published in Drachenflieger. looking at people in sensationseeking sports, they come to the conclusion
that hang glider pilots tend toward adepressive nature. Hang gliding probably holds
the remedy for them and all depressive
patients should take up hang gliding!

ITALY
Metamorfosi - manufacturerof hang gliding
parachutes - has recently come out with a
special chute for tandem wings.
GERMANY
On April 30th Michael Weingartner, well
known hang gliding distance record
breaker (former record holderof Spain, and
present holder of the South African distance) took off from Donnersberg in the
Pfalz Mountains, North of the Alps in Germany on his Magic and landed afterfive and
a half hours near Reims in northern France
to claim the official European distance
record of 250 kms (Gerard Thevenot holds
the unofficial European records with 262
kms) . Flying almost constantly at 2000m in
altitude, Weingartner was able to capitalize
on some 'iantastic 50 km long cloud
streets". The flight is expected to be certified by the FAI.

No standstill in paragliding either - the
Genair is capable of a glide angle of 5:1,
really good for a canopy . To obtain this the
manufacturer closed the outer 6 of the total
of 9 cells leaving only 3 for ram air effect.
Quality has its price: 16000 FF, or roughly
1500 pounds sterling .... and I thought paragliding was cheap!

PAGOJET BG11
The funniest ultralight: a paraglide canopy,
and an engine on the back of the pilot, its
propeller surrounded by a ring to keep arms
and lines away. It had been shown before
in Drachenflieger, made by a German
DIYer; now, two companies have started
producing the mini aircraft commercially.
Truly out of the boot and into the air in five
minutes. Info : Celtech Vertriebs AG , Steinhausen, (ZG) Switzerland ; and BIClA,
Spitzwegstrasse 65, 8012 Ottobrunnl
Munchen FRG.
AUGUST

The nicest thing about the article is a list,
taken from the original psychologists report, of the characteristics of German hang
glider pilots in relation to the average German citizen. The hang glider pilots scored
more in being business conscious, sexually
free and depressive and less in being opportunistic, economical, tied to the family
and being fearful.
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HILL SOARINGJ
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l 'URBUl:ENCE
REPRINTED IN PART FROM
"WINGS"

3.
breeze. Notice that the best lift is
above and, importantly, in front of
the ridge.

Hill Soaring
After gaining his or her Student
Certificate the novice pilot's main
aim in life is to achieve that first
soaring flight and go on to obtain
the Novice Rating. This will be in
"dynamic" lift as thermalling
skills come a little later.
To ensure that the thoughts of the
would-be ace are those of joy
rather than the "ohgodhowdolgetdown?!" variety, three factors are
critically important.
Firstly, the pilot should have been
given good instructions in flying
techniques.
Secondly, the pilot should understand why the glider ought to stay
up and what weather and site conditions will affect soaring.
Thirdly, getting advice from an experienced pilot familiar with the
site is essential. The first and third
of these factors should be taken
care of by your school and/or club.
The second factor lends itself to a
written explanation, which I shall
now attempt.

1.
long as the upward vertical vector
for the wind is larger than the
downward vertical vector for the
hang glider, the glider will rise.
As you can see, the size of the wind
vector depends on the steepness of
the slope and the strength of the
wind. It also depends on the angle
at which the wind meets the slope
and the stability of the air.

Steepness of the Slope
The steeper the slope, the greater
the vertical component.
To
achieve a sufficiently strong updraft to keep a glider aloft on a very
shallow slope, a strong wind is
needed. The limitation here is the
maximum speed of the glider - it

Hills
When air is moving over a flat
surface it will tend to flow parallel
to the surface. If the horizontal air
encounters a bump on otherwise
flat ground it will be forced to flow
around and/or over the bump. Fig.
1 shows two hills intercepting
horizontal airflows. The rounded
hill tends to deflect the air to the
sides as it is much easier for the air
not to fight against gravity.
The ridge forces the air upwards as
it is too long for the air to by-pass.
Looking as the airflow on the ridge
in a cross section (Fig. 2) you can
see that it can be resolved into
vertical and horizontal vectors. So
16
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may be that by the time that the
wind has increased sufficiently to
generate enough lift on the shallow
slope you can only fly "backwards" The theoretical slope limitation is that the slope of the hill
must be steeper than the glide
angle of your glider. Fig. 3 shows
the strength of the upward vectors
for a rounded ridge in a 20mph
AUGUST
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A glider with a minimum sink rate
(the glider's downward vertical
vector) of 180 feet per minute, that
is 2mph (most pilots in Britain still
buy their instruments calibrated in
fpm, mph or the metres per second.
Approximate conversions are 1m/
s equals 200 fpm) would reach it's
highest possible point-as you can
see - about 200m in front of the
hilltop.

Speed of the Wind

steepness of the slope. A slope of
75 degrees will produce half the
expected lift when the wind is 35
degrees of the slope, whereas a
slope of 15 degrees requires the
wind to be 60 degrees off before
the lift is reduced by half.

Stability
When the airstream is stable the
flow is smoother and the zone of
lift extends farther out from the
hill. See Fig. 4. When conditions
are more unstable it is less likely
that the airflow over the hill we be
smooth, as thermal activity can
upset the laminar flow. Hills
which may be easily soarable in a
lOmph breeze on an unstable day

The stronger the wind, the stronger
it's vertical and horizontal components. However, aero foils do not
.-----------------------~
produce the same
amount of lift over
their whole speed
range.
At higher
speeds they do not
reduce as much lift,
yet such higher
speeds may be necessary to penetrate
the stronger winds.
Consequently it may
not be possible to go much higher
may become unsoarable on a more
than on lighter wind days, espestable day simply because the air
cially if you have a glider which
lacks sufficient vertical mobility.
does not perform so well at higher
In extreme examples such as cliff
speeds, such as most single surface
sites the air may be unable to flow
machines.
over the clifftop to any significant
extent,
making soaring imposStronger winds will also be more
sible.
turbulent, the slope of the hill,
wind and strength and the size of
the hill will all affect the amount of
lift produced. The smoothness of
the slope also comes into play.

Angle of Wind to the Slope
Wind blowing at 90 degrees to the
slope will obviously produce the
most lift. Sensitivity to this is increased in proportion to the

Turbulence
Flying a hang glider in dynamic lift
involves flying for prolonged periods closer to the ground and in
stronger winds than any other form
of aviation. Turbulence is therefore of major concern. Turbulence
is a swirling motion imparted to the
air by some external upsetting

Very turbulent conditions can occur when a strong
inversion confines all the thermal activity to a relatively narrow band close to the ground. As this can
commonly occur without cumulus clouds forming,
the weather can look deceptively smooth and untherrnic.
Measuring wind strength and d irection on a hill

force. Turbulence ranges from a global scale
(lows and highs) down to tiny swirls too faint
to detect. Swirls of less than 0.25mm cannot
exist because of the viscosity of the air.
Turbulence is a problem when it is of sufficient strength and size to make you lose control of your glider. Turbulence which imparts
more than about I!2G (Ig upwards will make
you go weightless) feels unpleasant. More
than I!2G to IG for any length of time is not
recommended for flying. Turbulence is generated in airstreams by three main mecharusms.
*By air encountering solids.
When air flows around a smooth streamlined
shape it will contour the shape. Sharp edges
and sudden changes in shape will tend to produce turbulence. In Fig.5 you can see air encountering a very unstrearnlined building.
The eddies are produced because the shape is
too angular for the air to flow smoothly around
it. Standing eddies can form, they do not
change position and because they spin around

exact profile of the wind gradient, which can
extend over many tens of feet, is determined
by the unretarded speed of the wind and the
surface roughness. Rough surfaces, such as
forests, and strong winds tend to produce a
turbulent wind gradient profile. In addition to
buildings and hills, turbulence can be produced by any object that sticks up into the
airstream. Trees can induce quite severe local
turbulence and an area of "wind shadow".
*Turbulence induced by penetr ative convection. When a horizontal airstream is
penetrated by thermic air-currents turbulent
eddies can occur. The level of turbulence depends on the wind strength and the energy of
the thermals. Often when strong winds are
blowing, conditions are not favourable for the
formation of thermals as the thermal sources
are rapidly cooled by the airstream. Detecting turbulent air is a question of interpreting
the indicators all around. Smoke from chimneys, tree tops, crop fields and standing water
will often show approaching gusts. Gustiness
is more of a problem than wind strength.

....

b.

rEHP.

Turbulence generated by mountain ranges
upwind of you flying site can send eddies
crashing into your otherwise smooth site. The
air flowing over a solid is retarded by friction
as it rubs against it and the viscosity of the air
results in a reduction in speed proportional to
the distance from the solid.
The surface of the earth has just this effect and
wind blows slower the closer it is to the surface. This sets up a "wind gradient". The
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Wind gradient can result in the pilot measuring a
totally misleading wind speed. Not holding the
instrument parallel to the streamlines will make it
under-read badly. The "venturi" effect - created by
hills to a greater or lesser extent - caused by streamlines of a parallel airflow being crowded together as
they pass over the hill, speeds up the flow and can
result in a much altered measurement of windspeed
at ground level compared with that at a realistic
flying height. (Fig 7)
The main disadvantage of the hand-held wind meter
is that it may tend to blinker the pilot to other
features of a site.

I NV~1<.r {ON

on the spot they are often referred to as "rotors". Fig 5 also shows a variety of different
hill shapes and the position of the turbulence
they generate. You should obviously be very
careful when soaring sharp edged cliffs or
spine-backed ridges.

Hand held wind strength meters such as the common ventimeter can easily be transported to the site
and used to gauge wind strength, but they are of
limited usefulness. They are quite accurate (within
one hundred per cent) but they can only measure the
wind fairly close to the hill and consequently they
are very susceptible to localised effects.

* Turbulence induced by wind shear.

A strategically placed windsock which inflates at a
known velocity is a useful tool, but it is worth remembering that the windsock will also only demonstrate what is happening in it's immediate vicinity.
Fig 8 shows a typical situation where a pilot with
only one windsock could become confused if he or
she had not taken into account eh geometry of the
site.

Where two opposing airstreams pass eddies
will form. This often occurs along the line of
fronts, where widespread areas of turbulence
can form. On a more localised scale, turbulence can often form where a strong inversion
exists.
Fig. 6 shows a still pocket of air in a valley
which has cooled down in contact with cold
earth overrught more than the air higher up.
From the valley floor upwards the temperature falls, then rises in the upper air. If the
upper air is moving over the stationary
pocket, turbulence will be found along the inversion.
AUGUST
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Rising air and giant sparks in the sky
ReprintedJrom "Wings" magazine

Rising Air
When a 'bubble' of air rises, it expands because
air pressure reduces with height. As it expands,
so the temperature within the 'bubble' drops . If
the air inside the 'bubble' cools to the same
temperature as the air outside, then the bubble
stops rising.

cjPPOWER
Some measure of the upward 'thermal draught'
can be gained by considering the size and
weight of some mammoth hailstones. Hail
stones weighing a kilogram (2.21bs) can form in
tropical storms . Imagine the strength of air blast
needed to levitate one of those - 130 mph or
more!

The fact that temperature increases with pressure can be demonstrated with a bicycle pump.
Squeezing the vibrating air molecules into a
smaller volume increases the temperature. In a
gas such as air, temperature and pressure are
intimately connected . Reduce the pressure and
the temperature reduces. Increase the temperature and pressure increases .
Because rising air in thermal bubbles contains
quite a lot of water vapour (warm air soaks up
water vapour like a sponge), the cooling of the
air in the thermal can force the water from the
gaseous (vapour) state into the liquid state. This
we call condensation and clouds form in this
way. When water vapour condenses into water
droplets it gives up the heat that it absorbed in
becoming vapour. This 'latent' heat is conducted into the surrounding air and further
"stokes" the thermal, helping to raise its temperature even higher than the surrounding air.
The upward boost that this causes can take water
droplets and vapour to incredible height. Thunder clouds are then formed. The water droplets in thunderstorms are usually super-cooled,
they manage to exist at temperatures lower than
the normal freezing point of 0 degrees C.
Sometimes down to -40 degrees C. When the
water droplets fmally freeze to produce ice they
give up even more latent heat which further
stokes the updraught. But when this happens
there is no other heat source available and the
huge thermal system forming the thundercloud
begins to run out of puff. The anvil heads which
form on thunder clouds are made of ice crystals
which show the limit of upward growth - this
can be up to 45,000 feet or more near the equator
where the atmosphere is thickest. These towering thunder clouds are called Cumulo Nimbus.
The falling ice crystals inside a Cunirn pick up
droplets of super-cooled water whilst they descend, this may form hail. Hail stones gain extra
layers by being 'blown' back upwards into the
cloud and descending again to collect another
layer. This may happen several times.
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bolt is heated to 30,000 0 C instantaneously. The
supersonic shock from this explosion then
propagates as the noise of thunder at around 760
mph or 5 seconds per mile.
The downdrafts within thunderstorm systems
are powerful enough to send large aircraft ca-
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Droplets Carry Static Electricity
As the water droplets condense they carry different electrical charges around inside the
cloud. Some drops fall and collect more water
and more negative charge. In the strong thermal
updraughts other water droplets rise and carry a
positive charge. The result is a huge difference
in electrical potential between the bottom of a
cloud and the top of a cloud, or between the
cloud and the surface ground underneath.
You can observe electrical potential by rubbing
a balloon against a woolly jumper - sparks can
be produced as the charge tries to equalize.
Interestingly these sparks can be heard on a
Long Wave radio demonstrating the radio wave
emission also heard during thunderstorms.
Lighting is simply the 'sparks' formed as this
static electricity tries to equalize the charge.
Carrying a voltage (or electrical pressure) of
perhaps 2,000,000 Volts and a power of 10,000
Amps or more, lightning bolts may jump from
cloud to ground, cloud to cloud or within a
cloud. Super-bolts observed from satellites
jump across many miles of the upper atmosphere. The air along the path of the lightning
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reering downwards despite using full power.
The gusts can break aircraft into small pieces.
The updraughts are powerful enough to carry
even a broken hang glider and its pilot to 30,000
feet in a few minutes . At this height not only
would the pilot die from lack of oxygen, but he
would also be frozen solid by the _30 0 C temperature.
Pilots have died in thunder clouds. The gusts
caused at ground level by the downdraughts
coming out of the bottom of a thunderstonn
system have also killed hang glider pilots.
Thunderstonns are not always obvious as those
familiar towering white clouds set in a blue sky.
The thunderstorm may be embedded in other
cloud systems and become invisible. Unless
you are skilled at recognising the weather conditions which produce embedded Cu-nims, you
should seek advice from fellow pilots or aviation met services before flying on overcast days
especially in the summer.
Being sucked into a thunderstonn is terrifying pilots who have survived this experience never
take the same risks again.

STATE &CLUB NEWS

.~ .. ~
BALLARAT HGC
COMPETITION
During the weekend of the 9th, 10th and 11 th of
December, Ballarat is hosting the Bicentennial
Regional Olympics. I received an invitation
asking if we would like to participate with a
hang gliding competition. I have sent a tentative
reply accepting on behalf of the HGF A and now
need to know if any pilots Victorian or interstate
would be interested in participating in this with
the view of maybe making it a regular highlight
as the Regional Olympics are held each year in
Victoria at different country centres.

Also Munsters top landing is closed in the
interest of setting an example to less experienced pilots who may try landing there without
the needed experience. This is unfortunate but
has been the case in the past.
Sorry no comp results yet, next month. Hopefully Henk will have a video of the Worlds
Comp for the next meeting which you probably
will have already seen by the time you read this.
Hope to see you there.
Fly Out, Above and Beyond
Gary Davie

Yours in anticipation of lots of phone calls.
Michael Pendlebury, Ballarat Hang Gliding
Club (053) 322 495

NOBBYNOTES
The Nobby club gathered again at the Beenleigh
Rum Distillery with a good turnout of members
and new faces which was good to see. A comp
was organised for the first weekend in June but
due to bad weatheritwascancelledas well as the
working bee to clear Tamborine launch. The
next comp will be the Sunday 4th of July with a
BBQ the night before at my place. I hope I'll see
you all there.
It was brought to our attention at the meeting
that the wishes of the land owner of Rosins take
off who also lives below take off are as follows,
sound travels further than you think so watch
your french; no landing in paddocks surrounding his house; leave gates as you find them and
could the take off be kept clean of litter (magic
words please). The landowner is of good nature
and it would be stupid to jeopardise the relationship we have become accustomed to by
thoughtlessness.

We had Marie Jeffery here from Brisbane as a
guest speaker at our last social meeting and
Marie commented on what a good strong club
we have up here. So let's all hope we can keep
it that way.
And I must mention we even had an occasion of
more girls turning up to fly than guys - 4/2. I had
to put that in as I just happened to be there to
witness the occasion.
Dora left on Saturday for a holiday to Fiji and
Honolulu - trust she's now enjoying herself.

At this point I have indicated to the organising
committee that our involvement would be based
on a cross country or goal competition based at
a mountain site in this case probably the Mt.
Cole sites or towing based competition, site to
be determined.
I'm quite open to suggestions and would appreciate any input by anyone interested. Anyone
who would like to be involved flying or otherwise please contact me as soon possible to help
me work out if we can be included or not. There
will be an entrance fee and no doubt a social
activity at the end of the event depending on the
response I receive. I'll keep everyone updated
on proceedings.

The new site at Buchans is only to be flown by
local members and the key may be obtained
from Chris Bolton if anyone wishes to fly from
the site.

The wedding is on Saturday and all invited 8.30
- 9pm at 6 George Street, B YO. All good wishes
and many happy days ahead for Frec and Jen.
Emergency Equip is being bought for both the
Rex and the Gillies and left in a backpack. Each
pack will contain: a First Aid Kit, 2x 100ft rope,
a bow saw, a carabiner, compass, surveyor's
pink tape, smoke flare, water bottle, cigarette
lighter, tomahawk, caneknife and webbing.
Dear Members,
Plenty of news this month. Would all members
point out to our visitors the rules denoting Rex
e.g. No flying over or out to sea. 300ft AGL
applies to all flying from the Res . Please call
Ray Parsons of any incidents related to planes
and helicopters in our airspace as he is our
Public Relations Officer with CAA. Streamers
must be worn by all novice pilots as not everyone is aware of your flying experience.
We have had two successful comps this month.
Firstly the Easter Nth Qld Games comp was
fmally held and the Pylon Race results were
1. Paul Stewart;
2. Stretch (Dave Waring);
3. Rob Hibbard.
Open Distance was equal 1st place by Rob
Hibbard and Kevin Gilligan; 2nd place was
Gerry Gerus and 3rd was Ian McCrindle in a
Missile.
Novice is still to be held and organised by the
now official Competition Committee who consists of Dave Evans (spokesperson) Gerry, Kev
Gilligan, Mick and Matt.

Maps are being laminated for future competitions available at a minimal cost to pilots. Signs
being done for the Kuranda Lookout "No flying
from this point". Buchans will also be getting a
sign erected.
Marjorie

SUNSHINE COAST HGC
The Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club Inc.
held a successful Inter-Club Fly-in on the long
weekend of the 11th-13th June at good old
Gunalda! With twenty (20) pilots on the hill
including visitors, the Fly-in was off to a good
start and pilots were ready to pick up the promised prizes. Unfortunately, the wind obviously
didn't know about the prizes and even though a
nice South West persisted, it couldn't quite
muster up enough for any real good cross country competition with thermals few and far between. However, I must say that Ted McCord
and Peter Werner must get an 'A' for effort in
their persistence to go somewhere!

Fred Stokes Memorial was won this year by
Dave Evans and will be hung in at the Cape
York. Good flying has been had off the Gillies
the Rex and Aero Towing from Pretty Beach
and Cape Kimberly.
AUGUST
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STATE &CLUB NEWS ..................... continued

The judges were forced to mark pilots on takeoffs and landings which were an experience in
their own right - I just hope Gordon remembers
to run next time! We all had a lot of fun with
Geoff Campbell picking up a pair of 'Dr Zero'
Flight Glasses valued at $110 for most improved pilot and Scott Bennett picked up a
carton of x:xxx for most up and coming pilot.
Congratulations guys!! Hope that upright
mends Scott.
O.K. see you all at the Club's annual General
Meeting on the 5th August, 1988 at Alf Carter's
residence in Flaxton at 7.3Opm. This is the big
one guys so start thinking about the election of
new office bearers before then. By for now.
D. Cookman, President

RAINBOW BEACH
CHRISTMAS COMPETITION
Well its nearly that time of the year again when
the Rainbow Beach Christmas Competition
takes flight...
This year the Sunshine coast Hang Gliding Club
Inc. has committed themselves into making this
event a big success with the help of local enterprises in the Rainbow Beach area:- Jim and Lynne Higgins from the 'Rainbow
Beach Foodshop' have graciously promised to
sponsor the event - Jim and Lynne guarantee the
best quality goods!
- Wayne Mitchell of 'Rainbow Meats' has
promised to generously sponsor the event with
a $50 donation - Wayne also promises the best
cuts in town!
- The proprietors, Mick Blazun and Mavis
Driver from the 'Gazebo Gardens' Resort
Motel, Spectrum Avenue, Rainbow Beach have
promised sponsorship by way of a dinner for
two (2) to the value of $50 and you can't beat the
'Gazebo Gardens' for top quality service.

generously promised $50 worth of prizes for the
event - you just can't beat Mama's homemade
cooking while you're in town.
- The Rainbow Beach Service Station has also
generously promised sponsorship by way of
$50 worth of prizes.
- The Rainbow Waters Caravan Park shall
sponsor the event with their more than gracious
contribution this year - pilots regularly stay at
this Park and enjoy the excellent facilities including a recreationroom for the kids and adults
alike!
- And last but not least, the Rainbow Beach Pub
has graciously promised sponsorship by way of
a donation towards the event - the Rainbow
Beach Pub has been good to us in the past pilots
so let's return the hospitality ... you're always
welcome for a cold one there!
Now that was amouthfull ... and on behalf of the
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club Inc., I
would like to extend my thanks for the sponsorship received for the Rainbow Beach Competition and for assistance given in the pastto fellow
competition enthusiasts.
The Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club also has
a Pod Harness to be won prior to the competition:Description:

1988 Moyes Pod (Brand New)

Colour:

Blue

Size:

6ft 3' to 5ft 5'

Value:

$400

More details will be published in the coming
issue of Skysailor on how to buy a ticket in the
ownership of this Pod with only 600 tickets
available! Please contact the Club's Secretary
Sandy Stephens on (071) 461722 should you
wish further details on this one.

- Mr. Leo Dekoster from the Rainbow Beach
Caravan Park (071) 863222 has promised to
generously sponsor the event by a $100 donation - and don't forget the 'Fun Run' organised
on the 12th November, 1988.
- Roy and Margaret Podmore of the 'Rainbow
Beach Hotel-Motel' being the gateway to Fraser
Island have promised to sponsor the even also if you'd like to visit Rainbow in style just
contact Roy or Margaret on (071) 863125.
The Rainbow Beach Supermarket and
Mama's Take-away and Hot Bread Shop have
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SOUTHERN
HANG GLIDING CLUB
Meets on the fIrst Tuesday of each month at The
White Horse Inn, cm. Burwood Road and Barton Streets, Hawthorn, Melbourne. President:
Myles Nott - Phone: 88222119. Dinners available before 8pm. Bar and video screen. Approximately 150 members.
Gidday! Gidday!
Imagine this: a private bar, luxurious surroundings, a 6'x8' video screen, more hangies than
battens in a GTR Race and scrumptious dinners
before 8pm... well you too can be a part of this
at the Southern Hang Gliding Club. Southern
meets on the first Tuesday of each month now at
its new venue. (See above) Melways map
reference 45AlO. Thanks Leo Arundell for
fInding the venue!
Lastmeeting at Southern saw Rowan Holtkamp
win the "Most Improved Pilot" award donated
by Evan Jones of "Wings 'N Things". Rowan
will hold the title and the perpetual award for
one year when it comes up for nomination again.
Gang, even though it is "on" most days of the
winter week, Black Rock is banned from flying
since it is within 8km of Moorabin Airfield. If
only ...
R.M.I.T. has purchased an Aero intermediate
hang glider from Enterprise Wings. I believe it
is the first in Victoria.
I hear quite a few pilots have been going through
big dollars in benttubes. Don't get embarrassed
or disheartened, remember that our safety director, Peter Davies phone 555 5205, loves accident reports, especially the "tick the appropriate
box" type and especially, especially the ones
about bent downtubes!
Shane Gleeson likes to fly in thermals where
Koalas get ripped up to c1oudbase. Unfortunately too many Koala-inhabitable trees are
being chopped down and eventually turned into
waste paper like the page which BEARS your
name and address .... the one you see inside the
plastic bag containing your new Skysailor.
Shane would like to see these pages better
utilized, like teaching all us hangies how to fold
paper planes. He suggests that lines could be
printed on the reverse side indicating where to
fold to create the latest flying machine. Designs
for these planes would come from pilots and
designers around Australia. WOT ABOUT IT
HEY!
Too-a-roo Gang.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!
PRE - FLIGHT YOUR GLIDER
PROPERLY

1988

P.S. VHGA Annual General Meeting to
be held 2nd August, 1988 at The White
Horse Inn commencing at 7.30pm.

Physical Preparation for Top Level
Hang Glider Pilots
During a hang gliding competition the
strains on the nervous system (caused by
stress) and on the muscular system
(caused by cold, high altitude, etc.) demand
a great deal of energy. In order to prepare
for this energy loss it is necessary to use up
less energy(the objective of physical training the makes the muscles and nervous
system less "hungry") and to provide the
human machine with the needed energygiving ingredients.

Aerobic Endurance
Every sports discipline has a physical condition particular to its needs. For hang
glider pilots this condition pertains especially to enduring long distance flights. This
capacity, closely related to the oxygen
consumption of each individual, places the
body in an aerobic state (activated by the
presence of oxygen), in other words a state
of endurance. This condition allows the
body to withstand a moderate effort for a
prolonged period of time.
Each one of us has a genetically determined maximum volume of oxygen (V0 2
Max) that limits our possibilities. Consequently, the greater the maximum consumption of oxygen, the greater the capacity to produce aerobic energy.
Preparation for aerobic endurance entails
training the body to produce long moderate
efforts with no oxygen "debt" resulting in
better functional economy, better protection against stress, cold, altitude, etc. and a
more effective resistance to fatigue. It
especially activates all oxygen motor elements: heart, lungs, blood vessels ... in
order to give optimum oxygenation of the
nerve and muscular cells and in turn allow
the brain to relay messages more effectively.

Aerobic endurance training consists of
making an effort for which the heart beat
attains an equivalent of approximately 70%
of the MD - in other words: 190 x 70% = 133
beats/minute. This rate should be maintained as long as possible, however the
only way to progress and improve one's
physical state is to work out regularly.
Three 30-50 minute sessions a week is
ideal for a beginning. Afterwards, it would
be beneficial for the pilot to work up to 45-60
minute sessions so that he may attain 80%
of his maximum rate. For the example
chosen: 190 x 80% = 150 beats/min (for 20
min. only).
The most practical and undoubtedly most
effective warm up activity is running, though
other activities (swimming, jump rope, cycling, climbing stairs, and cross country
skiing) can give relatively equivalent results. The important thing is to practice
regularly and individually because each
person's running pattern differs.

Warm Up/Stretching
Every exercise session should begin with a
"warm up" and end with a return to calm - by
walking for 5 min. for example. The warm
up (running or jumping for 1-2 min.) stimulates the oxygen motor functions (heart,
lungs, blood vessels) as well as the
muscles through "stretching".
Stretching the muscles and tendons allows
the fibrous membranes enveloping the
muscles to slip one overthe other. Applying
tension to these membranes adds to a
quick warm up.
Stretching is done in sequences and slowly
without the aid of rebound (don't bounce);
4-6 seconds of building uptension ; 4-6 seconds holding the positicII1 and 4-6 seconds
to return to relaxation.

Warning

Heart Rate

- A muscle will not stretch indefinitely. Part
of its active components will tend to elongate while another part will tend to shorten.

The heart is the best indicator of the intensity of an aerobic exercise . Over and above
a "maximum demand" (MD) (calculated as
220 beats/minute for a human being), the
heart can furnish no more .. In the case of a
30 year old pilot for example, the maximum
demand is calculated as 190 beats/
minute.(ie 220 - age)

- The back thigh muscles are fragile and
sensitive to stretching. When the leg protracts abruptly (for example while running to
take off) an automatic body mechanism
counteracts the movement with a violent
contraction of the muscular fibres which, if
not warmed up properly, can result in painfully strained muscles.
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DO YOU FEEL LIKE THIS!!
DO WOMEN KICK SAND IN YOUR FACE EVEN WHEN YOUR NOT ON THE BEACH!!
DOES THE MIRROR BURST OUT LAUGHING WHEN YOU LOOK AT YOURSELF?
DO FUNERAL DIRECTORS FOLLOW YOU
AROUND WHEN YOU'RE OUT SHOPPING?
IF YOU WANNA WIN, SHAPE UP!!

Preparation for Muscular Endurance
Moderate but repetitious efforts exerted on
the control bar during a long distance flight
in unstable conditions cause muscular fatigue that strain the shoulders. Physical
exercise in this particular area will greatly
help to reduce and delay shoulder fatigue.
This type of fatigue is largely due to a lack
of glycogen (carbohydrate) reserves in the
body and above all a poor supply of oxygen,
glucose (sugar) and lipids (fat) during prolonged efforts and is detrimental to the
pilot's muscular and mental state.
It is wise to do local endurance exercises
that build up a significant reserve of glycogen in the muscles and improve blood circulation, facilitating oxygen supply tothe cells.

Technique
- At first, use light weights to do 10-20
repetitions with no difficulty (3 kg dumbells
per hand are fine).
- Between exercises, rest for 2 minutes for
a small mass of activated muscles and 5
min. for a large mass.
- End each session with an "active recuperation", for instance 5 minutes of light
jogging.
- In order to individualize one's muscular
endurance, it is important to work on increasing the % of Maximum Repetition
(MR). MR is a personal record corresponding to the maximum load that an individual
can lift one time without being able to repeat
the action immediately.
Once maximum performance is attained ,
new weights should be added for a percentage (30 - 40%) of the MR.
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Example:

I have also found that wrists take a severe
beating in competitions and exercises for
strengthening the wrist muscles should be
included ego squeezing a small rubber ball
or using spring steel wrist exercisers.

MR = 40kg x 40% = 16 kg.
Repeat this a maximum number of times
with the new weights at a relatively quick
pace. Also, to avoid monotony, from time to
time change the load to 60% of the MR, but
in this case do less repetitions at a slower
rate.

Just remember to:
warm up first,
start slowly,
only do what feels comfortable
and do not over extend yourself

Eds Note: Although my knowledge of this
subject is limited, I believe it is unnecessary
to train with anything heavier than 10kg
max. unless you are familiar with weights.
You can keep increasing your maximum
number each week instead of increasing
the weight. (It's not quite the same but it is
sufficient for most pilots who do not have
access to weights or gyms but who can
easily buy plasticdumbellsforless than $20
from K Mart and excercise in their own
homes).

If it hurts· you're overdoing it. A small
amount of exercise regularly is far better
than a lot of exercise quickly.

Below are some exercises for upper
torso, arms and shoulders which, if done
regularly from now on,should help your
thermalling by the time spring and
summer comes round.
The exercises number in rows and the
following repetitions per exercise are
using 3 kg dumbells per hand. These are
merely for guidance and you should
increase or decrease the repetitions to
suit.
Go for twice through if you have the
timeand remember to warm up first.

...and don't eat junk-you are what you eat.

25

10

10

10

Next month we'll give you some nutritional
guidance.

10

10

20

20

20

10

25

15

NOTE: I know there are at least a couple
of Sports Physiologists out there so how
about an article to amplify this one (or
correct it).

FRONT LATERAL RAISE
ONE ARM PRESS

STANDING ALTERNATE CURL

Dumbell is held at press pOSition

Alternately raise and Lowe,

dumbells.
and pressed up until arm locks. t-__________
I-__________

.fi~ .
'. ,

. ..

,f

..

(

~,
RHOMBOID EXERCISE

SHOULDER EXERCISE:
Arms holding dumbells are slowly
raised to the horizontal position
and lower to sides.

With back hOrizontal and flat
arms extented. Slowly raise
dumbells to the horizontal
position and lower
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ONE ARM ROWING

ONE ARM CONCENTRATION CURL

(alternate right and left arms)
With back horizontal and flat
dumbell is held by extended
arm and raised to chest.

Sitting on exercise bench or
chair with dumbell between
legs lowered towards the floor
PIvot dumbell upwards.

;

~
~
J.' _. ~.

.!fX

I

SHOULDER EXERCISE:

With arms extended holding
Arms holding dumbells are held
dumbells at thighs. Altern.tely
aloft and slowly lowered to the
and
t-_'_.,S;...
. e_
_lower
_ _dumbells
___
. _ _t-hOrj~ p0'iition .

.. ~

TRICEP EXERCISE

PULL OVER CHEST EXERCISE

DUMBELL PRONES

lYING TllCEP CURL

Supported by one hane! and
holding dumbell In the other
arm in closed position slowly
stral ghten arm to hori lontal
osition.

lying on exerCise bench with arms
holding dumbells extended over
head slowly raise arms high
overhead and lower keeping
elbows locked.

lie flat on exerci se bench or
floor . Hold dumbells close

Lie on bench or floor with
dumb.lls ed.ned hiah on chest
lower durrOells by pivotin, it on
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togethet' extended his:h above
chest. Bring downward to chest
level.

It is bfou,ht undw
hood. Return to .tartinl position

elbows until

with dumbells extended hilh over chest.

GTR 162 (Int) Red UE and TIE ,
white main and U/S. Lovely looking
glider and in very good cond o
$21000no. Ph : Tony Klemm (w)
(052) 471392 (h) (052) 441587

SA
Body bag harness with tow loops,
red, fits approx 178 cm (5'10")
Ph : Birgit Svens (08)
$290.
2714172
PA Cocoon harness (small)
green and gold with added storage
compartment plus Lt weight carry
bag. As new condo $100. Ph:
Brian (w) (08) 2287524 (h) (08)
3814036

NSW
GT 170 (Int) VB, Radial cut sail,
yellow with red UE. 12 hrs time. As
new.
Cocoon harness with side
mounted parachute - (new) .
Ball vario 631 (Square, dig altand
vario) $2000 complete . Ph: John
Revelle (02) 5299818
GTR 162 (Int) Red UE and U/S,
white main , airfoiled kingpost,
speed bar, spare uprights, no flutter, low hours, very good condo
$18000no. Ph Peter (049) 293607
FOIL 150B RACER (Int) with
Kevlar TIE , longer LE sleeves, fully
airfoiled, speed wires, crimson
mylar LE,fluoro yellow U/S. $2850 .
Outclimbs and outhandles everything . Low hrs, exc. condo Ring for
a test fly . (02) 560 8773
DART HARNESS Demo model.
Suit 5'2" - 5'6". Like new $390. Ph
Phil (02) 5608773.
GYRO 11160 (Nov) Ex cond, $1500
Ph (02) 560 8773
FOIL 160B RACER (Int) Scrim
lime LE, lIouro lime and blue U/S,
low hours (30). Excellent glider,
but I am moving O/S $2850 .
PROBE II 175 (Int) Strengthened
for tamdem use, new sidewires,
$800. Phone Dave Bollinger (02)
9538942.

MARS 170 (Nov) with harness,
manual and batten profile. Very
low hrs, exc cond, $1100 . May
deliver, phone Darryl (066) 581361
2 MARS 170s (Nov) One bluel
white, one yellow/white, $1100 and
$1300 ono. Contact Lee Scott
(065) 569692
GTR 162 (Int) good cond, flies well,
light blue, red & white U/S , black
LE blue and white TIS, faired kI
po~t $1600. Ph Doug (042)
562334 or (042) 617979AH
Moyes Missile 180 (Int) very good
cond also cocoon harness. $800
the lot. Ph: Steve (063)613315
GTR 162 Racer (Int) red and white
checked U/S. Metallic silver UE.
Mars 170 (Nov) blue UE, yellow UI
S white main . Excellent condo
$1050. Ph: Ray McCulloch (043)
923078
177 SABRE (Int) H.P. glider spare
A-frame, fact. fitted compensator.
Good cond o Must sell , best offer.
Ph : Gary (02) 5436607
GY RO 180 (Nov) . reasonable one,
blacklredlwhite. $750. Ph: John
(065) 3724747
FOIL 155 (Int) White with bluel
yellow U/S. Good condo Owner
now overseas. $1000. Offers.
Black cocoon harness. Suit 6' 6'3" pilot. $90. Good condition.
Ph: Steven (049) 524856 (h)

COCOON HARNESS Back pack
model, Black with green and yellow
stripes . Suit 5'7" - 5'10" . Ph Steve
(02) 597 4272.

GTR 175 (Int) Red UE, rainbow UI
S. $2100 Cocoon harness $150
Bag $30.
Ph:
Gabriel (02)
8074817

MARS 170 (Nov) Red LE, white
main, ex cond $1400.
MARS 170 (Nov) Sp Gold, white,
Ph (042)
good cond, $1200.
942545.

GTR 162 (Int) White mainsail. Dark
blue UE, Lt blue U/S and speed bar
with cocoon harness and helmet.
All in very good cond o $750 .. not a
misprint $750. Ph: Wayne Bowen
(043) 900956

FOIL 155 (Int) Exc Cond and performance , low hours, black LE,
rainbow U/S, black sail, faired
kingpost and uprights. $1500 . Ph
Jeremy (049) 571876 AH.

SELLOUT SELLOUT SELLOUT
As new Blackhawk Deluxe pod
harness and PA Parachute.
$500 . Ball 651 Altlvario. $500.

New Aerodyne helmet. $80
SABRE II 165 (Int) Better than a
Magic, Magic clone built by Enterprise Wings. This is the glider for
the Magic buyer who wants a glider
made of Australian tube (easy
spares) . All dacron, very low
airtime, aerofoils, V.B. Black UE
with rainbow U/S in ex. condo Can
organise freight. $1400. Ph: Alan
(042) 942940
GTR 175 (Int) White TIS, Rainbow
U/s . $1500 . Ph : Rob Hibberd (049)
439599 or (049) 632547
175 PROBE II (Int) Blue UE, yellow
U/S, white mail. $1000 . Ph : Liz (02)
4892505
Airwave MAGIC III 166.(lnt) Yellow Mylar UE, white sandwich top
surface, rainbow U/S. V/B. Airfoil
uprights. $1500
Solar Wings Typhoon 163.(lnt)
Purple UE & U/S. gold top surface.
Dble surface glider. $600
Moyes backpack harness. Black
with silver/green stripe. Suit 5'1 0" +
pilot. $150 . Ph: Dick (h) (02)
3872613, (w) (02) 3315118

VIC
Photos from your glider. 35mm
Hanimex Camera (Mod 35ME)
motor drive and remote control.
Everything except glider mount. As
new $80. Ph: Jim (03) 3377524
VISION 3 170 (Nov) Pink UE, Lt
Blue U/S, white TIE only 5 hrs
airtime perfect condo Suit new kite
buyer. $21000no
PROBE II Parts Keel (New) $95
Cross Bar $60 Ph : Andrew or
Jeanette (03) 7580091
GYRO 180 (Int) Low hours, good
condo $1150 Ph: Angus (03)
8368809 or (03) 8823993
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GTR 162 (Int) white UE, red and
black top surface. Speed bar and
fully faired tubes, race wires on top.
Glider is in excellent cond and
handles like a dream . $1900 Ph :
Andrew Humphries (w) (099)
634104 (h) (099) 634086 to arrange for test flight.
Airborne Trike, two seat, 12 mths
old . This trike new cost $13,500. It
is an Arrow 170. Powered by a
Rotax 531 water cooled engine
with a bullet emerg . parachute.
Trike is fitted with a new pod and a
lot of extras on trike trailer. This
trike has only 30 hrs air time and is
as brand new. A steal at $10,000.
Reason for selling is put money into
a house. Ph: Terry Rhodes (09)
467040 between 12.30 - 1pm
(lunchtime)

OLD
GTR 175 (Int) white mainsail, yellow sandwich cloth UE, faired uprights, king post and speed bar, low
hours, perfect cond o $1900 ono
plus blue with rainbow stripes supp
pod harness and parachute (Eng·
lish). $400 Must sell, leaving sport.
Ph : Bob (07) 3974696
Cocoon harness medium size,
blue. $180
Hummingbird
va rio
and
analogue altimeter. $320
Winch wire. Approx 300m, 1.6mm
range (this is left after loading our
drum. Ph: Mark (w) (071) 622233
(h) (071) 622664
BANDIT for Sale $550. About 8
yrs old. good condo Ideal for a beginnerllearner. Harness also available $100 Ph: Rolf (07) 3561546
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OWENS VALLEY

26th June 1988

Geoff Loyns in only his third
week on his FOIL 760 RACER
sets a joint out-and-return
World Record" with Larry Tudor.
Launching from Walts
Point at 70. 7Sam Geoff and
Larry pushed into a light wind
heading north to Boundary
Peak, where they turned at an
altitude of 76,SOO'ASL at
3.26pm .
On the return journey they
again encountered moderate
headwinds at Westguard Pass,
but despite this they began
their final glide at 6.4Spm 20
miles out from goal.

Maintaining a 70: 7 glide
into the valley winds Geoff
made the Bartlett goal at
7.30pm with SO' to spare.
The total distance was
797.7 miles eclipsing Rainer
Scholl's previous record by an
amazing 64 miles.
Geoff said afterwards that
his final glide was the longest
he had ever attempted into a
head wind but that his new
FOIL had given him the confidence and the performance to
complete the task.
Our congratulations to
both Geoff and Larry on a
super World Record. *

ANOTHER YEAR

ANOTHER WORLD RECORD

1/189 PARKES ST
HELENSBURGH 2508

PHONE
FAX

042 942052
0429433g1

FOIL RACERS ARE GUTESIEGEL CERTIFIED
• SUBJECT TO FAI RATIFICATION

